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In a city, on walls, pavements, street furniture and monuments, it is normal to find rocks with fossils and curious features, full of interesting stories. This geological and paleontological heritage, usually ignored by the majority of citizens, has an enormous potential for use in science; education; conservation; communication; tourism and leisure.

The fact that the walls and floors in the Silves Secondary School are covered with different types of rocks with peculiar characteristics and full of an enormous fossiliferous diversity, gave us the opportunity to explore the potential of this geodiversity in a school context.

The main objectives defined in this project were: to promote the geodiversity present in the school building as an educational (sciences’ teaching) and communication (scientific literacy and divulgation) resource; to diversify the educational materials and resources available in the school; to involve students in a concrete project, with a practical and multidisciplinary approach; to stimulate students’ interest for science and knowledge; to promote the education of more observing, conscientious and respectful citizens of the natural and cultural heritage.

In the execution of the project, we highlight the following activities: theoretical and practical work sessions (bibliographical research, field work, analysis and discussion of results, evaluation, ...); inventory of rocks and fossils (“cartography” of the school building, written and photographic record, identification of rocks and fossils, ...); selection of places of interest; production and compilation of contents - texts, photographs, diagrams and illustrations (students of both science and technology, and arts courses); production of a digital guide with sections for students of different levels of education, teachers and other interested parties (available on the school website); production of identifying and informative contents for boards in the places of interest; edition and graphic design of the digital guide and informative boards (students of the graphic design course); practical classes, guided tours and other promotion and divulgation initiatives.

In the end, with this project, students, teachers and the rest of the educational community, will regard rocks and fossils differently.

In the next school year (2017/2018), we intend to carry the work forward, extending it to other schools in Silves county.
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